


work for classes

1. a lost constellation between us

2. danis desktop

3. grim home

4. home



a lost constellation between us

collaboration with forest, mohamadreza, and waverly

twine /journaling game



danis desktop

solo project

twine exploration of my computer file system



grim home

solo project

twine narrative game



home

solo response to Mohamadreza’s prototype



(close) readings
*[title] means close reading has 
been completed

*Gaming at the Edge

*The Queer Games Avant-Garde

Video Games Have Always Been Queer

Queer Game Studies

Gothic Queer Culture

*Interview with the Vampire



The Queer Games Avant-Garde

concepts important to my practice

queerness beyond representation

structural queerness



Interview With the Vampire

concepts important to my practice

monstrosity and identity

absolute morality, no gradations of evil



Gaming at the Edge

concepts important to my practice

identification with a character vs identification as a character

neoliberal view of representation as marketing logic, exploitation of customers’ 
identities



keywords
what keywords are relevant to the 
work that i’ve done this quarter?

Class

Gender

Identity

Queer

Trans

Trauma

Gothic

Vampire



identity and trauma

queer and trans people are often exposed to (and traumatized by) 
bigotry (and the violence that it inspires)

debates about the rights of queer and trans people are often 
traumatizing



identity and vampires

the idea that one’s nature  is monstrous, that they are damned for that 
monstrosity, and that there is no way to for them to escape that 
damnation because they cannot stop being a vampire (no matter how 
hard they try)



transformation and transness

vampires and werewolves go through a transformation, one that is 
viewed as monstrous

this monstrousness is often based on religious (especially Catholic) 
morals

with vampires this transformation often includes the death of the 
body, which can be tied to trans identity



vampires and class

vampires as nobles (Dracula, Lestat, Carmilla, etc.)

wealthy vampires (Cullens, Louis & Lestat, Dracula, etc.)

non-queer readings of vampires as parasites; capitalists and nobles 
leeching life and wealth



cool, what am i doing with this?



next steps

Tanya Krzywinska, Twilight, Dracula, Carmilla, etc.


